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We find a successful model of chaotic inflation with an inflaton coupled nonminimally with gravity where
the coupling constantj runs with the evolution of the inflaton. The running of the coupling is slow enough for
natural values of the Yukawa couplings. If a small value ofj is chosen at any given scaleM, then the coupling
remains small enough to have a sufficient period of inflation.@S0556-2821~99!06812-5#





















































Chaotic inflation@1,2# is known to be a successful sc
nario of inflation. Although its setup is regarded as simp
than other scenarios, it still needs fine-tuning of some par
eters, as others do. The major two are the inflaton s
coupling constant@2#, and the nonminimal coupling consta
to gravity @3–6#.
As far as the former is concerned, we may identify t
direction which contains only quadratic terms, e.g., a m
term, with an inflaton and then we can avoid fine-tuning@7#.
The direction is called the flat direction,1 which frequently
appears in supersymmetric models. Interactions still exis
the theory but such terms do not appear along the flat di
tion.
Unfortunately so far no mechanism is known to avoid t
latter fine-tuning. We have the freedom to specify how
inflaton couples with gravity, namely how to choose the no
minimal coupling constant. The nonminimal coupling wi
gravity leads to a soft supersymmetry~SUSY! breaking@8#
and is needed for renormalization. In the case of posi
nonminimal coupling constant it has been shown that
chaotic inflationary scenario does not work unless it is su
ciently small @3–5#. On the other hand, the scenario do
work in the case of negative coupling constant. In particu
Fakir and Unruh@6# show that a model with a large negativ
nonminimal coupling constant gives the appropriate am
tude of density perturbation without making any fine-tuni
for the self-coupling.
However, the previous studies on the chaotic inflat
scenario with nonminimal coupling are restricted to the cl
sical treatment. The aim of this paper is to take into acco
the quantum effect on the coupling in the context of chao
inflation. The effect makes the coupling constant runn
with the inflaton field. The running nature allows us to ha
1We mean the direction without interaction terms by flat directio
We assume that the non-renormalizable terms are also vanis



















a new possibility which is not available in classical trea
ments. Namely, there are always some regions in space
where the coupling constant becomes small enough to ha
sufficient period of inflation. We shall study this possibili
in SUSY minded models and find that this is the case wit
reasonable range of parameters.
We study a SUSY minded model in this paper. But w
meanglobal SUSY instead oflocal SUSY simply by SUSY.
Most papers on SUSY in curved space are based
supergravity2 since we need to include graviton and its pa
ner in order to maintain SUSY in curved space. Followi
are the reasons why we adoptglobal SUSY: we treat SUSY
in curved space as softly broken global SUSY, theref
need not localize SUSY; we can deal with a renormaliza
theory.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introdu
our model which is the bosonic sector of a SUSY model
curved spacetime. Then we shall give an expression for
running coupling constant in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we clari
the condition on Yukawa coupling for the realization of th
chaotic inflationary scenario. Finally some discussions
given in Sec. V.
II. CHAOTIC INFLATION WITH NONMINIMAL
COUPLING TO GRAVITY
According to the above argument, we shall take the f
lowing action for our model of the nonminimally couple











2Supergravity models which many authors study are the con
mal transformed theory to obtain the Einstein one (j50). But con-
formal symmetry is anomalous quantum mechanically. Then
Einstein theory is nonequivalent to its conformally related one,
though we have no reason to choose the former. Contrary to th







TOSHIFUMI FUTAMASE AND MASAHIRO TANAKA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 063511whereM Pl51/AG andm(f) andj(f) are the renormalized
mass and the renormalized nonminimal coupling const
respectively. Conformal invariance yieldsj(f)51/6. If the
parameters do not receive any renormalization, they
f-independent as we shall see in Sec. III. The above ac
is considered to be the bosonic sector of a Wess-Zum
model in curved spacetime and the Einstein term. The n
minimal coupling is a soft SUSY breaking term as ma










































Since we focus on small regions in the spacetime in which the inflaton distributes homogeneously and examine if such
will undergo sufficient period of the inflation, we shall assume that the region is homogeneous and isotropic, and thu




















whereH5ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter of the region, witha the scale factor. Inserting the Eqs.~7! and ~8! into Eq. ~2!, we






tesFor a negative constantj it is known that there are the
two saddle points in the phase space, wherefc25







wherem̄2(f)j(f)22m2(f) j̄(f).0. This is easily under-stood if we insert it to Eq.~9!. The origin is the unique stable









chaotic inflation may occur. Otherwise, the scalar field ke
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The evolution of the region withf larger thanfc1(f) will
terminate atfc1(f), and such regions do not evolve in
our present Universe. We shall call these points the crit
points. Thus we shall only pay attention to the region withf
lying between the two critical points@3–5#.
It has been known that the minimal initial value of th
inflaton is about 5M Pl to realize sufficient period of inflation
in the framework of chaotic inflationary scenario. Then t
above conditions~12! and ~13! with ufu;5M Pl give us the
condition uju.1023 for successful chaotic inflationary sce
nario with nonminimal coupling. In Ref.@3# they demand
also more severe constraints for natural realization of in
tion, because they consider that inflaton probably has Pla
energy density initially. We do not adopt such a view; i
stead we assume that the initial value is distributed rando
below Planck energy density. Therefore we just needufu















III. RUNNING NONMINIMAL COUPLING
We adopt the one-loop effective action along a flat dire
tion of the Wess-Zumino model@12# as the Lagrangian~1!.
The superpotential isW5gF1F2F2/2, whereF1 and F2
are superfields@13#. The action is written as




~ c̄1c̄2!@ iD” 1M ~f1 ,f2!#S c1c2D , ~14!









22j2R!f2* f21ug2u~f1* f1!~f2* f2!,
~15!
and the mass matrixM (f1 ,f2) is given byM ~f1 ,f2!5S 0 Re~gf2!2Im~gf2!g5Re~gf2!2Im~gf2!g5 Re~gf1!2Im~gf1!g5D . ~16!aly-R512H2 is the scalar curvature in de Sitter spacetime .
the scalar potential~14!, we have introduced the soft SUS
breaking mass termsmi
2f i* f i and the nonminimal curvatur
couplingsj iRf i* f i , in addition to the minimal extension o
the Wess-Zumino model in curved spaces. In this paper
mean global SUSY instead oflocal SUSY ~supergravity!
simply by SUSY. Then we can study arenormalizable
model. Since the nonminimal coupling receives the ren
malization as will be seen below, the bare termj iRf i* f i is
necessary for this model to be renormalizable. From the
potential~15!, we seef250 is actually a flat direction in this
model; namely the potential energy remains flat for any v
ues off1 except for the SUSY breaking mass term and
nonminimal coupling term.
Now let us consider the one-loop effective potential. W




1w11 iw2 , f2[
f2
A2
1w31 iw4 , ~17!
where all the fields are real andf i are the classical fields.










































3F H m121S j12 14D J f221 14 g2f12f22G ~18!
in the flat limit, where we have omitted thef i-independent
convergent terms which are irrelevant to our present an
sis. (•••) do not contain anyf1-dependent term. Likewise
@15,16#, the renormalized wave functions are defined as
f1R
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D f22 . ~20!






































D S 3j22 12D , ~25!
where we present only correction withf1 ~the flat direction!.








































S j22 16D , ~30!
where we simply denotef1 by f and hereafter all the quan
tities are renormalized. The renormalization group analy




Fj2~M !2 16G1 16 , ~31!
where06351is






Equations~29! and ~30! allow us to assumej1(f)5j2(f)
[j(f). This theory is free and conformal invariant in th
infrared limit; f˜0.3 In other words, in this limit the free
scalar field propagates along the light cone@5#. The form of
Eq. ~31! is universal regardless of whether its conformal
variance appears in the ultraviolet or infrared regi
@17,18#.4
As far asg2(f),1 and 3g2(M )ln(f2/M2)/32p2,1, one-
loop calculation is reliable.
Contrary to m, identification of the inflaton with some









6 F12 3g2~M !32p2 ln f2M2G
21
. ~34!
We use the Eq.~34!5 for the later argument, where we a
sume Eq.~34! is applicable up to the Planck energy densi
f.M Pl
2 /m.
IV. CONDITION ON YUKAWA COUPLING
In this section we clarify the condition on the Yukaw
coupling constant for the realization of a successful inflatio
ary scenario using the above results. We shall show that
reason we have a smallj is not for our appropriate choice o
the value ofM. In fact we examine a wide variety ofM and
show the existence of the reasonable range of paramete
have a smallj and its slow running during the inflation.
First of all we assume that the inflaton must have
initial value @1–3#:6
f*5M Pl . ~35!
As discussed in Sec. II this is needed for a sufficient per
of inflation. Since the two types of critical points Eqs.~10!
and ~13! have the crossing, it is convenient to divide th
range ofM as 5M Pl,fcrs andfcrs&5M Pl , which we call
3The running of the mass parameter ism2
2(f)
5$g2(f)/g2(M )%m2
2(M ). If we choose a right-handed sneutrin
@7# as the inflaton, it is plausible to assume(M Pl).1013 GeV.
m(f) does not change its order of magnitude drastically in
relevant scale.
4What we actually do is called renormalization group improv
ment of effective potential@18–20#.
5In other words we choose the flow which decreases monot
cally to the negative infinity as 3g2(M )ln(f2/M2)/32p2˜1.
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wherea53g2(M )/16p2. In the range where the perturba







In this casej(5M Pl) is positive. Then during evolution o
inflatonj(f) is always positive. Since all we must to do is




during the whole evolution of , f&5M Pl .
The above condition is rewritten as~ ee Fig. 2!
FIG. 1. x[f/M , xc[fc6 /M Pl , and g
2(M )51022. The









for all f&5M Pl .
Numerical results say that for 10&M /5M Pl,10
2 we need
g2(M )&1 and for 102&M /5M Pl&10
6 we need g2(M )
&1021. We will not consider the rangeM /5M Pl.10
6 be-
cause the energy density becomes larger than Planck en
density for such ranges.
B. Case„II …
In this casej(5M Pl) is small or negative. 5M Pl should be








for all f,M . Equation~42! is sufficient for f.M since
fc2(f) monotonically decreases in such a region.
Equation~42! gives the condition onj as
j~5M Pl!22j̄~5M Pl!&10
23, ~44!
which is the same as the condition for the constantj @3#.
Roughly this gives us the following condition ong(M ) ~see
Fig. 3!:
FIG. 2. x[f/M Pl , xc[fc6 /M Pl , andM /M Pl550. The upper
line corresponds to the caseg2(M )51022, the middle line to the
case g2(M )51021, and the lower to the caseg2(M )51. The
straight line indicatesxc5x: fc65f. The former two lead to a
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1
21 ln~5M Pl /M !
2
. ~45!
This gives us the condition ong(M ). For example,g2(M )
;1021 for M /5M Pl;10
22, g2(M );1022 for M /5M Pl
;10222 and so on. We can see the condition is not unr
sonable at all in SUSY models~ ee, for example Ref.@7#!.
FIG. 3. M /M Pl52. The upper line corresponds to the ca
g2(M )51021 and the lower does to the caseg2(M )51. The
straight line indicatesxc5x: fc65f The former leads to a suc
cessful inflation becausefc6.f for f,5M Pl . From Eq.~45! we




The second condition~43! is automatically satisfied if per
turbation is reliable:g(f),1 ~see Fig. 3!.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have found that chaotic inflation by nonminim
coupled inflaton is naturally realized by taking into accou
the running nature of the coupling constant. The condition
have a successful inflation is justg(M )&1021 around a
wide range ofM wherej(M )50, which is not unreasonabl
in some models. It also implies that efficient reheating m
be possible. Nonminimal coupling constant becomes sm
enough (uju&1023) when inflation starts and evolves to th
conformal value, where the universe is radiation dominan
The above argument is true to all the models which ha
flat directions since the form of the renormalization gro
equation is universal.
A model with 2j*104 is considered to circumvent fine
tuning of the self-coupling constant inlf4 theory @6#. But
such a largeuju is realized by a largef which causes very
high energy density larger than the Planck energy dens
Accordingly, such a model seems to be not so feasible. H
ever, the more detailed investigation is necessary to d
any definite conclusion for such cases.
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